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Model Revision and Trend Monitoring of College Students' Learning Satisfaction
Wen Jing
Abstract：The core of the overall enhancement of the quality of higher education in China is the promotion of
students' learning quality and the improvement of learning satisfaction. Based on student involvement theory，the learning
satisfaction scale has been well designed with the data collected by NCSS. Using 120 351 samples in the database of
2015，features of overall satisfaction on majors，teaching staff，self-learning status and colleges have been analyzed.
Results show their positive and consistent cognition. Multiple regression analysis shows that teaching instruction，learning
support condition，learning support mechanism and facilities，and social relationship all have influence on the overall
learning satisfaction to some extent. The revised models illustrates that human factors contributes more than inhuman
factors. Therefore，the trend of college students' learning satisfaction should be effectively monitored. The reflection and
enhancement of teaching theory in colleges should be focused in a theoretical way；the long-term monitoring and analysis
system should be set up for research；the engagement and involvement of college students in learning should be realized in
practice；and the learning satisfaction should be promoted during the independent learning experience.
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